Targeted Hiring Measures and the Privileges and Immunities Clause

The Privileges and Immunities Clause of Article IV of the United States Constitution provides that “the Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several States.” Targeted hiring measures, to the extent they result in a preference scheme adverse to out-of-state workers, might be said to interfere with those workers’ ability to pursue private employment, which the U.S. Supreme Court has held is a fundamental right for purposes of the Privileges and Immunities Clause. The Court has rejected the argument that discrimination based on municipal—as opposed to state—residency does not implicate the Clause. The Privileges and Immunities Clause does not apply to direct public employment because there is no privilege or fundamental right to direct employment with a governmental institution.

However, the Privileges and Immunities Clause only precludes discrimination against non-residents when the governmental action burdens one of the privileges and immunities protected under the clause, and the government does not have a “substantial reason” for the difference in treatment or the discrimination practiced against the nonresidents does not bear a “substantial relationship” to the government’s objectives. In accordance with this deferential standard, local governments have adopted targeted hiring measures based on an explicitly stated desire to address poverty and unemployment. Wisely, these entities have made extensive findings about the poverty and unemployment they hope to address and the way in which targeted hiring measures accomplish that goal.

In United Building & Construction Trades Council of Camden County v. Mayor & City of Camden, the U.S. Supreme Court examined a Privileges and Immunities challenge to an ordinance of the city of Camden, New Jersey that required at least 40% of the employees of contractors and subcontractors working on city-funded construction projects to be Camden residents. During the course of litigation, the ordinance was amended to apply to any construction project “funded in whole or in part with City funds or funds which the City expends or administers in accordance with the terms of a grant.” Additionally, “the 40% resident-hiring requirement was changed from a strict ‘quota’ to a ‘goal’ with which developers and contractors were to make ‘every good faith effort’ to comply.” Having concluded
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that the ordinance burdened a fundamental right, the Court analyzed the ordinance’s relationship to the
government’s objectives. The City argued that “the ordinance [was] necessary to counteract grave
economic and social ills [such as] unemployment, a sharp decline in population, and a reduction in the
number of businesses located in the city, [each of which resulted in] eroded property values and a
depleted...tax base.” The resident-hiring preference was designed, the city contended, to increase the
number of employed persons living in Camden and to arrest the “middle-class flight” plaguing the city.
The city also argued that all non-Camden residents employed on city public works projects, whether
they reside in New Jersey or Pennsylvania, constitute a “source of the evil at which the statute is
aimed.” The Court reversed the New Jersey Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the ordinance on the
ground that the record contained insufficient facts to evaluate the City’s justification because there had
never been a trial or findings of fact. The case ultimately settled on remand, without a determination
of whether the ordinance would have violated the Privileges and Immunities clause.

Entities of government wishing to put forth a “substantial reason” in defense of targeted hiring
measures that discriminate against out of state residents have their work cut out for them. The Seventh
Circuit has noted several kinds of evidence that a jurisdiction might use to justify discrimination against
out-of-state workers in the construction sector, each relating principally to the specific cost and benefit
to the jurisdiction. This evidence includes: the unemployment rate in [the jurisdiction’s] construction
industry; what such unemployment cost the jurisdiction; whether it would be significantly increased by
throwing open public construction projects to nonresidents; and whether the costs—if any—to the
jurisdiction of allowing nonresident labor on such projects, costs in higher unemployment or welfare
benefits paid unemployed construction workers or their families, were likely to exceed any cost savings
in public construction from hiring nonresident workers.

Other courts have focused specifically on a showing that out-of-state residents are a source of
unemployment within the jurisdiction. In April, 2012, a district court in Massachusetts determined that
the fact of local taxpayers’ desire to see a return on their “investment” in public works construction in
the form of local jobs did not provide a constitutionally adequate “substantial reason” for favoring local
workers. The court noted that the City had provided “no evidence that the city engaged in any
extensive fact finding, conducted or commissioned any studies, or made any determination based on
evidence that non-residents were a particular source of the unemployment of Quincy’s blue-collar
workers.”

Jersey City, New Jersey defended its local hiring ordinance by pointing to poverty and
unemployment rates there that were higher than those of surrounding municipalities. The court, in
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declining summary judgment against the City, noted that the City still needed to show that “out-of-state workers are a source of unemployment and poverty within its borders.”\textsuperscript{17}

Notably, the U.S. Supreme Court does accord deference to states and localities in analyzing “local evils” and prescribing “appropriate cures.”\textsuperscript{18} In particular, the Court has given deference to state and local governments that are “merely setting conditions on the expenditure of funds” that they control.\textsuperscript{19} One district court has followed that doctrine to hold that a city-contract term requiring airport security contractors to hire Detroit residents did not run afoul of the Privileges and Immunities Clause because the city used only its own monies to purchase the services.\textsuperscript{20} However, the \textit{Camden} case, which involved projects “funded in whole or in part by the city” suggests there may be limits to this deference.\textsuperscript{21}

States and localities seeking to adopt targeted hiring measures that may discriminate against out-of-state workers may thus wish to use such measures to remedy unemployment or poverty in areas where those “local evils” can be shown to be (a) higher than in other areas and (b) caused by out-of-state workers occupying employment positions in the targeted sector.

An approach that almost certainly creates a complete defense to a Privileges and Immunities challenge is to simply exempt out-of-state workers from targeted hiring calculations. The Supreme Court has opined that in-state workers have no claim to challenge intra-state geographic preferences.\textsuperscript{22} The cities of Cleveland, Los Angeles and San Francisco have all adopted targeted hiring policies that exempt out-of-state workers. The Cleveland “Resident Employment Law” requires that contracts related to construction projects under which the city provides more than $100,000 in assistance contain a provision ensuring that city residents will perform at least twenty percent of all “Construction Worker Hours.” The law simply excludes hours worked by non-Ohio residents from the definition of “Construction Worker Hours.” The Sixth Circuit has held that the Cleveland Resident Employment Law does not violate Title 23 C.F.R. § 635.117(b), which bars contract requirements that discriminate against labor from other states or territories.\textsuperscript{23} Notably, the court looked to Privileges and Immunities jurisprudence to establish the vital distinction between interstate and intrastate discrimination based on residency.\textsuperscript{24}

Given these options, policymakers should consider tracking hours worked by out-of-state residents in the sector that will be the subject of residency-based targeted hiring measures. Where the emerging
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data shows that few out-of-state workers are employed in the sector, policymakers may opt for the Cleveland approach, thereby creating a legal defense to a Privileges and Immunities challenge while causing minimal disruption to targeted hiring goals. Alternatively, where the emerging data shows a substantial number of out-of-state workers in the sector, a locality may use that data as a partial basis for showing a particular “source of evil” at which the targeted hiring measures are properly aimed.